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Last Tuesday, May 10, Visiting Scarff Professor of International Studies George Rupp, Ph.D., spoke about the characteristics of inclu-sive communities worldwide in the Wriston Auditorium. Rupp had formerly served as the President of Rice University and then Columbia University, as well as a dean and professor of divinity at the Harvard School of Divinity.  He received his Bachelor’s degree in Divinity from Yale University, and a Ph.D. in Religion from Harvard.Currently, he serves as a Fellow at the Carnegie Council for Ethics and International Affairs, Chair at the International Baccalaureate Organization, and Distinguished Visiting Professor at the Institute for Religion, Culture and Public Affairs at Columbia University. Despite his engagement 
with various universities, Rupp came to talk at Lawrence primar-ily as a formerer member of the International Rescue Committee (IRC). IRC is a humanitarian orga-nization that devotes its efforts to working with refugees and dis-placed persons in more than 24 countries.  Having served as the commit-tee’s president from 2012 to 2013 and being the author of six pub-lications that focus on building more inclusive and cooperative communities, Rupp took the floor to discuss the makings of cultur-ally robust communities today. At the beginning of his speech, Rupp summarized the core of his argu-ment with the following thesis: “Modern Western individualism must engage with, rather than simply reject, the myriad ways that societies worldwide embrace core convictions as grounded in particular communities.”           Throughout the speech, 
Rupp encouraged “open” forms of thinking, in which both indi-vidualism and a sense of com-munal servitude can exist side by side. “Individualism, as it has evolved in the West,” he conveyed, “may appear powerful and attrac-tive.  Yet, it unavoidably encoun-ters concerted opposition from the deeply rooted patterns that it disrupts, and in effect, would overturn.”At the end of the speech, during a short discussion ses-sion that was held in order to ask Rupp questions on his speech, he stressed the importance of uni-versity communities in upholding standards for inclusive communi-ties worldwide. “I think colleges and universities, and in particular liberal arts universities, have a terrifically important role to play in developing the needed mind-set,” shared Rupp.  “They have the immense task of educating students on their 
own traditions as well as those of others, which are both vital in enhancing passionate conviction and consequently bringing about an inclusive community.”“Rupp simply mesmerized his audience by talking about the importance of acceptance, diversi-
ty and service,” shared junior gov-ernment major Regina Cornish. “He is an amazing individual who has had the opportunity to influ-ence thousands of people’s lives.” “His work with IRC and aca-
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Group housing selection met with intense criticism
Lawrence University Community Council’s (LUCC) new group living legislation finally came to fruition as the Group Housing Selection Board reviewed group living applications on Thursday, May 6. However, there were significant challenges to efforts to reduce the effect of bias on final outcomes. As a result, many complaints and several for-mal appeals were filed in the days following selection.Previously, the distinction between group housing and theme housing spaces required two separate group housing selec-tion processes. Recent changes to legislation have simplified this process by creating a single appli-cation and selection process for all Group Living, aiming for great-er inclusivity and efficiency. “The decision to combine 
them streamlines the process, makes them easier to compare, and allows compact lengths to match up,” explained sophomore, LUCC General Secretary and mem-ber of Residence Life Committee Madi Gardner. “It’s more efficient,” she said. “I think that’s something LUCC is striving to work toward in all aspects.”The policy also extends group living to groups not for-mally recognized by LUCC. This makes any group of students eli-gible for Group Living if they are committed to fulfilling the criteria put forth by the Residence Life Committee. Despite this signifi-cant change, only one unaffiliated group, an all-female group made up of members of Delta Gamma called Anchor Loft, actually applied for group living. Junior and Residence Life Committee Vice Chair Evan Class cited a lack of advertising as part of the reason for the lack 
of unaffiliated groups applying. “We absolutely missed putting out proper advertisement for new applicant groups and that’s some-thing that I’m really hoping will change next year,” he said.Junior Abby Shea attempted to apply for group living for a Panhellenic group. “By the time I realized that my group would be eligible for group living, most peo-ple already had other plans,” she explained. “I really think group living would have been great for my group, but unfortunately it did not work out.”Sophomore and Residence Life Committee Chair Dan Thomas-Commins assured that “we certainly will be reviewing the legislation to make sure that it’s equitable to all groups that we want to be eligible to apply.” Thomas-Commins suggested that the language of the legislation might not be accessible to groups with less experience with the past 
group housing application pro-cess.In addition, the legislation shortened the awarded compacts to either one or two years, which will result in groups reapplying more frequently. More frequent evaluations of each group’s merit is hoped to result in greater con-tributions of group houses to cam-pus culture.To apply, groups were required to choose a Residence Life Manager (RLM) who attend-ed mandatory Safe Space training. Each group also needed to fill a roster completely for the houses or lofts for which they were apply-ing. The application of a selected group was required to demon-strate a commitment to the values put forth by the Residence Life Committee. This year, Sankofa House, Phi Kappa Tau and Delta Tau Delta already had previously awarded compacts that exempted them 
from reapplication. Only eleven groups applied for the 12 remain-ing spaces. Of these groups, Beta Theta Pi, Sustainable Lawrence University Garden (SLUG), Gaming House and Greenfire were award-ed two-year compacts. Because Sabin House will no longer be occupied by students, Greenfire’s two-year compact applies to Colman Hall’s new Durkee Elvira Loft. All other selected houses received one-year compacts. These include Outdoor Recreation Club (ORC), McCarthy Cooperative House, Swing Dance House, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia and the newest addition to group living, Cultural Food Club. Sinfonia, like Greenfire, has been relocated to the Colman Lofts. Cultural Food Club will also be in a Colman loft. All other groups will remain at their current address.
Hannah Birch
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
CAMPUS AFFAIRS
George Rupp invites Lawrentians to imagine a more inclusive community
Swing Dance House was available for reapplication.Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia’s house will not be available as a housing option for next year.
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Kanzuda Islam
Staff Writer 
_____________________________________
Scarff Professor of International Affair George Rupp gave his talk on Tuesday. 
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demic institutions has made him a well-rounded individual that is driven to help make other peo-ple’s lives better,” she added. “and on top of that, he is intrigued by Lawrence students in that he feels 
that we are eager to learn and give back.”Senior and mathemat-ics major Meghan Clark said, “His speech in Wriston was—as he stated in his own words, ‘abstract’—in that he talked about major concepts and then nar-rowed down to the ways that gov-ernments need to handle policy 
making, among other things. I was very glad I went to the talk and was honored to meet him.”“What I appreciated most about Rupp’s talk was his atten-tion to religion. My family is very religious, but we do not all fol-low the same religious teachings. The teachings that each member chooses to follow influences their 
actions and how they view the world,” Clark added, “so I thought it was really thoughtful of him to acknowledge how people are influenced by their religious teachings and how public policy should pay attention to religious preferences.” 
Monday, May 9: All-Greek Lip Sync, Delta Gamma won first place.
Tuesday, May 10: Kappa Kappa Gamma’s “Too Hot to Handle;” Beta Psi Nu won first and Wesley Varughese won first as an individual. Mortar Board “Spelling Bee;”Ridley Tankersley won first place. Emily Wendorff won second.
Wednesday, May 11: Sigma Phi Epsilon “Ballin’ on Boldt,” Delta Tau Delta won first place.Delta Gamma “Anchor Splash;” Kappa Kappa Gamma won first place.
Thursday, May 12: Kappa Alpha Theta “Kicks for CASA” Delta Tau Delta won first place. 
Friday, May 13: Phi Kappa Tau “Freeze Out,” 4 p.m.Beta Psi Nu “Beta Stroll Bounce,” 5 p.m.All-Greek Movie Night, 8:30 p.m.
Saturday, May 14:Beta Theta Pi “Pancake Breakfast,” 10 a.m.Delta Tau Delta “Delt Carnival,” 2:30 p.m.
Sunday, May 15:Sigma Alpha Iota and Sinfonia “Music Trivia,” 2 p.m.
Because students make these group housing decisions, prevent-ing bias from creating unjust out-comes is key to ensuring a fair process. In order to limit bias, the affiliations of board mem-bers were scrutinized throughout selection. LUCC’s Residence Life Committee appointed two stu-dents. Junior and LUCC President Max Loebl recommended another three. These recommendations were reviewed by the Steering Committee and approved by General Council. The last four members rep-resented each class year and were chosen randomly from a pool of approved applicants. About a third of those who applied were rejected due to biases foreseen by the Steering Committee. “This was limited because Steering doesn’t necessarily know every-one’s involvements and it’s hard to know everyone’s biases,” com-mented Loebl.Because the Residence Life Committee is small, the commit-tee had very few options to choose from when deciding who should be appointed. Similarly, LUCC rec-ommendations were not checked 
for bias with the same systematic electoral process used to choose class representatives.Bias played a role in the housing selection process, though. After reviewing applications and interviewing each group, indi-vidual members of the selection board scored each group accord-ing to a rubric with specific cri-teria relating to groups’ applica-tions. The criteria evaluated the groups’ plans to serve campus and the greater Appleton community, as well as the merits of program-ming for which the group was planning to use the space.“While we have a rubric, it is only intended to guide discus-sion; the members on the selec-tion board still are able to put down whatever score they want,” emphasized Gardner, admitting that the scoring process was not objective. The scores for each group were compiled and each house was ranked from highest to lowest score. Gardner said, “Immediately there was a clear divide; we had three groups that were on the bottom and then there was a big jump in scores.” After seeing this large discrepancy, Gardner noted that discussion centered mostly around why each of the lowest scoring groups deserved a group 
living space.Sophomore and LUCC Public Relations Secretary Hitkarsh Chanana, who represented LUCC on the Housing Selection Board, noted that “in that high pressure situations when you’re discuss-ing all the factors, you get a crazy amount of information, and it’s hard to organize all that infor-mation in such a short amount of time and make a fair decision instantly.” Chanana suggested that it may be beneficial to extend the selection process over a period of days. “I feel like there needs to be more time in between discuss-ing, getting all of that informa-tion, trying to then organize it and then making a decision about a house.” Several appeals were made regarding the decisions of the board. Gardner made one of the appeals in regard to a blind 5-4 vote. After more discussion, two board members requested to change their vote, but this motion was denied.“I felt that for someone not to be able to change their vote is unfair and to have that effect the outcome of the decision is wrong,” explained Gardner. “I had a lot of issues with that process,” she said. Gardner’s appeal was not 
brought forward, as the new legis-lation specifies that only members of applicant groups are allowed to submit appeals. Thomas-Commins and Class said that this is something they may want to change in the future.   Because of Loebl and LUCC Vice President Jo-Hanna Rifai’s affiliations with groups that also made appeals, Sigma Phi Epsilon and Delta Gamma, respectively, both were unable to make deci-sions as to which appeals were to be brought to the Executive Council Meeting on May 9. As set forth by LUCC protocol, Residence Life Committee reviewed appeals instead. Only one of the five appeals made in regard to the outcomes of the selection was brought forth in the Executive Council Meeting and voted upon. As a result of the Executive Council Meeting on May 9, appeals by the only group denied housing, Anchor Loft, were accepted. As a result, Group Housing Selection Board will be required to meet again. To correct bias, four mem-bers were removed from the board due to their affiliations with Delta Gamma or due to biased remarks made during the first ses-sion. Thomas-Commins has con-firmed that alternates will fill the vacancies. 
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Including early dropouts like Lawrence Lessig, Jim Webb, Carly Fiorina, Scott Walker and several others, 23 Presidential hopefuls entered the running in the summer of 2015 in the race to become their party’s nominee for President of the United States. When the race and debates began in earnest in the fall of 2015, many conventional news outlets believed that the future winners were clear. Hillary Clinton, who ran in 2008 and worked closely with the Obama administration as Secretary of State, seemed to be the candidate of choice for the Democratic establishment. John Ellis Bush (Jeb), the governor of Florida until 2007, raised more than $100 million before voting even began, largely through Super Political Action Committees (PAC). Super PACs are organizations that 
allow donors to contribute more than the $2,700 contribution as long as they do not communicate directly with the Presidential can-didate—the fact that Jeb recieved this level of funding shows the power and sway he had with Republican donors.Now, three months after the Iowa Caucus that began the vot-ing process, the last remaining Republican contender for presi-dent is business mogul Donald Trump, who has never held politi-cal office. Although his chances of victory were improved due to Republican rules, including a large number of “winner-take-all” states where he benefitted from a divided field of opponents, Trump has received ten million votes, over 30 percent more than the second-place candidate, Senator Ted Cruz, who suspended his cam-paign on May 3 following a loss in the state of Indiana. Cruz, widely considered to be an outsider candidate when 
his campaign begun, had become the favorite candidate of the Republican establishment follow-ing the collapse of Marco Rubio’s candidacy. Cruz has not ruled out restarting his campaign if he sees a road to victory, but Trump’s nearly 500-point delegate lead makes the possibility seem remote. Trump’s voter base includes largely lower income white men, especially indi-viduals without college education. According to the Atlantic, many of these voters feel frustrated and believe that they have no say in the direction of the country. On the Democratic side, Clinton has made progress towards shutting down the hard-fought Bernie Sanders campaign following her April 19 victory in New York by a nearly 20 per-cent margin. Until that time, it seemed possible that Bernie Sanders—whose poll numbers have improved throughout the campaign season to nearly over 40 percent of the national dem-
ocratic voter base—might have been able to overtake her. Sanders’ voter base, like Trump’s, has been mostly white males, but with two major differences: his supporters tend to be college educated and young. Clinton needs to win less than 30 percent of the remain-ing vote in order to clinch the nomination, made even less when her superdelegate lead is taken into account. Superdelegates are not bound to vote for the win-ner of the state they are from. Sanders, however, a long-time Independent, has vowed to con-tinue the fight, hoping to influence Democratic policy at the national convention in July. Both Trump, and Clinton are unpopular nationally. The per-centage of Americans who hold unfavorable opinions towards Hillary Clinton are nearly 40 per-cent, while Trump’s ratings are well over 50 percent. Trump is not a career politi-
cian. His last foray into the politi-cal stage was his support of Mitt Romney in 2012 when he ques-tioned the veracity of Obama’s birth certificate. His campaign has alienated a number of important voting blocs, promising to wall off Mexico from the United States and deport a number of undocu-mented Latinos and suggesting a temporary ban on Muslim immi-gration to the United States. He also faces deep distrust from the Republican establishment, many members of which have refused to endorse or support him. Hillary Clinton also faces public relations problems. She is struggling to capture younger vot-ers within her party and is cur-rently being probed by the FBI for potentially illegal behavior involving classified information on emails she stored in a private server. 
The state of the 2016 primary: 
A brief summary of where we are now and how we got here.
Nathan Whiteman
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
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Something happened the other 
day.  As I was sitting in class, listen-
ing to the professor talk about tradi-
tional dances in various provinces of 
Spain, I looked above the board and 
saw that it was 9:33 a.m. 
And that was the problem. 
After months of painfully bare walls, 
suddenly there it was, this small 
but glaring clock. I could practically 
sense it revelling in its newfound 
authority, the anxiously awaited 
response to every ambivalent stu-
dent counting down the minutes left 
in class. 
Tick-tock, 9:41. I glanced up 
again—Still 9:41. The minute hand 
made slow laps around and around. 
Later, 9:54. Okay clock, like I don’t 
know what has two hands but no 
arms; I still see you. Class ended at 
10, the last five minutes stretching 
on unendingly. And I was painfully 
aware of it all the while. 
When I started class in 
September, one of the first things I 
noticed was the lack of clocks. Not 
a single classroom or hallway had a 
clock. How did anyone survive!? I 
was bothered. And it bothered me 
that I was bothered.
I realized how I was in the 
habit of sitting in class constantly 
aware of how much time had passed, 
how much was left, and what other 
calculated restraints filled my day. 
A day naturally divided by sunrise 
and sunset becomes an indetermin-
able amount of frames whose prog-
ress is measured with every tick of 
the hand. While I can miraculously 
manage to master subjunctive verb 
tenses, I repeatedly fail to under-
stand that an hour is always 60 
minutes no matter how one looks 
at the clock —unless, of course, I’m 
frantically finishing a research paper 
due in an hour, then it’s much less. 
Of course the lack of clocks 
displayed may well have been an 
oversight, a problem that the school 
had always been planning to fix, 
although they clearly weren’t too 
concerned about a timeframe. 
Even so, the rigidity of time and 
schedules seems a lot less inter-
twined with society here than in the 
United States, at least from what I’ve 
observed. Certainly punctuality is 
less important, and the American 
philosophy of time as money and 
productivity, linguistically evident 
in how we express time as a func-
tion of how it is “spent,” is much less 
pervasive as well. 
Do you ever sit around think-
ing “Man, my teeth just don’t feel as 
clean as they could be?” No? Only 
me? Well goodness gracious, you 
need to start thinking about your 
teeth more! 
Maybe you brush every morn-
ing and night. Maybe you even use 
mouthwash. But the fact of the mat-
ter is that brushing only cleans 60 
percent of the tooth and mouthwash 
doesn’t clear out plaque or strength-
en you gums the way that floss does. 
Pretty much everyone hates 
when the dentist asks if you’ve been 
flossing. Maybe you flossed vigor-
ously for the week leading up to the 
appointment, but a dentist knows 
when you’re neglecting your gums 
and teeth. 
The health benefits of flossing 
are numerous! Floss helps strength-
en your gums—which should be 
about as tough as your skin, as in 
if you poke it with something, they 
shouldn’t start bleeding. Floss cleans 
out plaque where a toothbrush can’t 
reach, and I’m not just talking about 
in between each tooth—I’m talk-
ing about in between the teeth and 
gums. 
The thing about flossing is that 
if you start to do it, you really do get 
used to it. Your mouth feels different 
after you’ve been flossing. The habit 
isn’t easy to develop. 
But Madi, I don’t have time to 
floss!
Well that is just plain silly. If 
you have time to brush, then you 
have time to floss. And if you don’t 
have time to brush you best make 
time because your dental hygiene is 
no joking matter. 
But, Madi, my teeth just shred 
floss!
There’s a floss for that! If you 
have issues with the kinds of floss 
you’re using, they have all differ-
ent kinds for all different mouths! 
There’s waxless floss, and thin floss. 
There are tons of different flavors 
of floss and if you’re not into that, 
there’s flavorless.  They even have 
floss for people who have braces! 
But Madi, my gums bleed every 
time!
Well, if you continue flossing, 
they should heal up and be strong 
enough not to bleed after about a 
week. If you’re sawing into your 
gums, then you’re going to bleed. 
That just ain’t how you floss. If your 
gums continue to bleed after a few 
weeks of proper flossing, you might 
need to talk to a dentist. 
But Madi, I don’t know how to 
floss properly!
Well, friend, it’s easy! You just 
dip the floss in between your tooth 
and gums on one side and then the 
other. Don’t do any sawing motions 
or anything like that. Just up and 
down. There are all kinds of dia-
grams that will show you how it’s 
done. Or better yet, ask your dentist! 
They’ll be more than happy to show 
you.
But Madi, I don’t want to floss! 
Oh my goodness, oh my good-
ness! That is not what I want to 
hear! That is a terrible excuse and is 
also just bad for your health. Some 
people can’t be helped. If you have 
resigned your life to unnecessary 
time under the drill at the dentist’s 
office, then fine. Don’t floss. I’m not 
your mom. 
Just know that I haven’t heard 
complaints from my dentist in years. 
And also that clean feeling you get 
after the dentist? It doesn’t have to 
be temporary. A huge part of it is 
cleaning between your teeth and 
strengthening your gums. 
So do you wanna feel good? Or 
feel like a pile of poo? It’s up to you. 
Madeira Seaman
For The Lawrentian
_____________________________________
“You’re Bleeding 
Because You 
Didn’t Floss”
Because of this, I decided to 
learn to relax, to embrace that “no 
pasa nada,” the ever-familiar phrase 
heard after something doesn’t go as 
planned, assuring one not to worry. 
Everything is just fine. This also 
conveniently applies to being 45 
minutes late for your car ride home 
from the airport as you repeatedly 
miscommunicate the meaning of the 
first versus the second floor while 
sprinting up and down the stairs. 
No problem. 
As that relaxed mentality car-
ried over into other facets of my 
life, I felt much more present and 
engaged in all of my commitments 
and social interactions, a presence 
that I didn’t know I lacked. That’s 
why it floored me so when one day a 
few weeks ago, every classroom had 
a clock. It feels distracting to me; I 
find myself glancing at it by habit, 
leaving me to constantly reference 
“felt time” with “real time” and try-
ing to measure up.
The pressure to compare 
schedules, to insist that really, I’m so 
busy, let me tell you, doesn’t exist as 
a conversational trump card in the 
same way. As someone who easily 
becomes engulfed in timetables and 
micromanaging, it has been impor-
tant to reevaluate what time means 
to me. Of course I still have classes 
and meetings to attend on time, but 
I am much more at ease with my use 
of time. 
Whether I’m wasting time or 
feeling it fly by, the only concept of 
time I’m thinking about is appreciat-
ing what’s left of it here. 
“In the Interest of Time”
Leigh Kronsnoble
For The Lawrentian
_____________________________________
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When the MLB season start-ed, the Chicago Cubs were seen by many as the clear favorites to win the World Series. They were favored despite the fact that they have not won a World Series since 1908 and have not even been to one since 1945. They were favored because of their breakout season last year and having the best offseason in the league. The Cubs put together a young team last year and expectations were that it would take at least a year before they would blossom into true contenders. The Cubs then proceeded to go all the way to the National League Championship series, where they eventually lost to the New York Mets. In the off-season, they were able to pull off a last minute deal to keep center-fielder Dexter Fowler. They also added Jason Heyward and John Lackey, the top position player and the top pitcher from their biggest division rival the St. Louis Cardinals. 
All eyes have been on the cubs since the beginning of the season. Manager Joe Maddon has embraced these higher expecta-tions rather than shying away. His young squad has responded. They have jumped out to a 25-6 start and have done so in dominating fashion. The Cubs currently have three pitchers in the top four lead-ers in ERA in the National League, but what is most impressive is their run differential. They have both scored the most and allowed the least amount of runs earn-ing them to a run differential of +103. For comparison, the next closest team’s run differential is +47. The Cubs have many believ-ing that this could be the year, and so far they have given no reason to doubt them.There must be something in the air in Chicago because the next best team in the majors are the Chicago White Sox. Currently 23-11, they have gotten there behind the pitching dominance from Chris Sale and Jose Quintana. They are also being powered at the plate behind slugger Todd Frazier. 
They were not projected to be in the spot they are now, and while I believe that they will eventually cool down they are a dangerous team in a playoff series. Another team to watch out for are the New York Mets. They are current-ly the defending National League champions, and while their good start was expected, they have not received a lot of attention due to the Chicago teams dominating the headlines. Yoennis Cespedes has hit the ground running this sea-son with 11 home runs so far and their deep pitching rotation was on full display during the play-offs last year and have not slowed down. The Kansas City Royals are another team to be on the lookout for. They have struggled early on and many have written them off. But I think a lot of this has to be a post World Series hangover effect. It is a long season, and I expect them to find their way and be in the playoff hunt when it is all said and done. 
The season for the Lawrence University Softball team came  to a close with a loss in a Midwest Conference doubleheader game against Illinois College on May 1. The Lady Vikes lost the opening game 8-0, but came around and won the nightcap 6-3. The season ended with a record of 18-14-1 overall and 11-8 in the Midwest Conference.“I think that our last game against Illinois College was a great way to end our season,” freshman Madeline MacLean commented. “The first game was rough to say the least, but we came out in the second game and played to our potential. We played as a team, and everyone contributed to the win. Those are the kinds of games that make me love the sport I play.” While the season has ended for the Lady Vikes, the intensity has not decreased in the slight-est. In the offseason, the team will continue to work harder to become stronger and better for the next season. “I am already looking for those wins.” MacLean stated. “We will have a very young team, but that just means we need to work hard and become one of those teams that others schools are afraid to play in years to come. I’m looking forward to being a part of a strong, passionate team.”As MacLean mentioned, 
the team will be graduating six seniors, leaving behind a young team that has the potential to grow but will be a challenge for the girls. Next season the Lady Vikes will have to follow in the footsteps of the graduating seniors in order to prepare for a good season.“The seniors are leaving us with big shoes to fill,” MacLean added. “I couldn’t have asked for a better group of girls to start my collegiate career with. Losing six phenomenal players is tough, but all of us are up to the chal-lenge. My future teammates and I are coming in with a mentality ready for hard work. We all rec-ognize that we will have to step up our game to fill the spots of the seniors, and we are all more than ready to do so.” With the ability to learn from this season, the Lady Vikes will be able to expand their hori-zons more next season in order to achieve their goal of being a feared team despite the youth of the team. This season was filled with ups and downs for the Lady Vikes, but despite the vast amount of complications with losses, the team was able to snatch up several wins against opponents like Ripon College, Knox College, Grinnell College and St. Norbert College. Despite losses, the season was still great and filled with many memo-ries for all those involved.
SPORTS May 13, 2016
Tina Schrage
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
Vikings host annual track meet
CJ Revis
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
By Teddy Kortenhof
Lacrosse Team Improves
Published 5/9/1986 Author Unknown
PastBlast from the
Scorching hot start for the Cubs
The Lawrence Track and Field team competed in its only home meet of the indoor and out-door season this past Saturday. Despite several individual victo-ries, the Vikings struggled to com-pete against St. Norbert, whose men and women took first place in the team standings. The Lawrence women tied for second with Ripon, while the men finished in third. As it is the last meet before the Midwest Conference Championship, the Vikings used this home meet as a last oppor-tunity to set a fast seed time or try to find success in a different event. The meet was highlighted by many individual successes. On 
the women’s side, senior Hayley Cardinal found her first victory of the year with a first place finish in the 400-meter hurdles in 1:07. The women also finished in first in the 4x400-meter relay with junior Amy Hutchings surprising the leading St. Norbert team by overtaking their anchor leg for the victory. The Lawrence 4x4 fin-ished in a time of 4:26. The men also had many indi-vidual successes, highlighted by the first and second place finishes by junior Max Edwards and fresh-man Ben Schaefer in the 5,000-meter run. Their times, 16:23 and 16:31 respectively, were well ahead of the third-place runner who finished in 18:06. Sophomore Teddy Kortenhof also took the vic-tory in the 3,000-meter steeple-chase in 10:40, beating his only other competitor by seven sec-
onds. Junior Wes Hetcher found success in the field events with a victory in the pole vault in a height of 12 feet 7.5 inches. Finally, fresh-man Dan Sandacz finished his big day with a victory in the 400-meter hurdles in 59.29, and a sec-ond place finish in the 110-meter hurdles in 16.64. Next week, the Vikings will be competing in the biggest meet of the year: the Midwest Conference Championship, where they will look to bring all of the pieces together and perform at their best. The Vikings certainly have the talent for a top-five fin-ish, however that reality will be difficult to achieve. Lawrence will battle amongst the other confer-ence teams, including the nation-ally ranked Monmouth College, this weekend in Mount Vernon, Iowa at Cornell College. 
Lawrence’s sporting history involves more than 
just the teams we all know and love today. Other 
sports have come and gone in Lawrence’s long 
history. At one point, the Vikings fielded a lacrosse 
team. Though not terribly dominant, at least in the 
1986 season, the team was loved by campus. It is 
funny to think that the sports Lawrence hosts today 
might some day become a distant memory.Despite the disappointing record of 3-4, the lacrosse team improved over last year’s record of 0-7. Two of the wins were against Ripon and the third was against UW-Lacrosse. The last win against Ripon was quite close. It was tied 3-3 with only several minutes left in the game. In the final minutes of the game, K.C. Sloan put away the game’s winning roal. That was K.C.’s second goal of the game. Other goals were scored by Jake Nielle and Bob Countryman. There were many other close games. The team went into triple overtime against Beloit only to lose by a score of 8-7. The team was led by coaches/captains John Stapleton and Dan Macke. They did a fine job organizing the team and scheduling the games. They deserve a lot of credit for the improved 
season. This year’s team had a lot of experienced players as well as a number of first year players. In many of the games the first-year players got some substantial playing time. They should be ready to play next year. The experienced players really carried the season. Most of them had been playing together for several years. One of the major dif-ficulties for next year will be the loss of so many starters. Out of the ten starters only one will be returning. This will cause a lot of pressure on the newer players to perform. The fans seem to really enjoy themselves while watching the home games. One fan said, “Lawrence Lacrosse is just like Johns Hopkins.” Next year there might be more home games. The team thanks the fans that come out and hopes more will come out next year. The coaches/captains for next year are going to be Adam Spear and Bob Countryman. The team hopes that more people will come out and play next year to make up for the large number of players leaving. If anyone is interested in playing next year, just ask a lacrosse player to throw the ball around with you someday. You will probably enjoy it.
Softball looks forward
The Lawrence Softball team ended their season on May 1 after playing a doubleheader against Illinois College and played their final home games in a double-header against Lake Forest the day before. The Vikings went into the weekend in a tight race for the final spot in the Midwest Conference tournament with Cornell College and Illinois College. Their fight for the confer-ence tournament began against the top team in the league in Lake Forest. The Foresters struck early in the first game, jumping out to a 4-0 lead after two innings. Lake Forest pitcher Jessi Werner took care of the game from there as she pitched a complete game shutout, never allowing more than one hit in an inning and only walking one. Senior and Vikings pitcher Jessica Demski also pitched a complete game. Lake Forest went on to win 6-0. Foresters pitcher Jenny McTague continued Lake Forest’s stellar pitching day by giving them another complete game and allowing one run in the second game. The game was close until the Foresters scored 7 runs in the final two innings of the game and went on to win 10-1. Senior Anna Wawiorka had the lone RBI for the Vikings, while seniors Taylor Dodson and Savanna Marsicek both went 2-3.The Vikings needed to sweep Illinois College in their double-header the next day to stay in contention for the final spot in the Conference tournament. In the first game, Lawrence was elimi-nated from tournament conten-tion as Illinois won the game 8-0. Lawrence finished the season on a 
high note as they won the second game 6-2. The Vikings will see six seniors graduate this year that saw great success in their careers at Lawrence, making the confer-ence tournament three out of their four years. Despite this, the Vikings have a solid core of young-er players and should remain near the top of the Midwest Conference.Mother nature has not been kind to the baseball team. Due to numerous rainouts, they had to play seven games in four of the final days of the season. This included two doubleheaders against Beloit, a game against St. Norbert and a double-header against Lakeland. They went 2-5 over this stretch with both wins coming against Beloit. Their wins against Beloit were highlighted by a win on the mound for soph-omore Matt Holliday in a game in which he also hit a three-run homer. Their second win came by a final of 5-4 and sophomore Cole Erickson was the star of that one as he drove in three runs. The final games of the sea-son were played on May 7 against Carroll. The pioneers took the first game, but the Vikings came back to win the second game of the doubleheader. The Vikings were desperately short handed on the mound. Sophomore Kyle Duex pitched a total of 13 innings between the two games.While their overall record may be similar to last year’s, the Vikings made big improvements this year. They have already dou-bled their conference win total from last year. They also have no seniors so all of their players will be returning which means only good things for the team going forward.
Baseball, softball final games
CJ Revis
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
Matt Geleske
Staff Writer
_________________________
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STANDINGS
Statistics are courtesy of 
www.midwestconference.org
May 11, 2016
MEN’S TENNIS
TEAM MWC OVR
Grinnell 9-0 29-5 
Lake Forest 8-1 16-8 
Monmouth 7-2 10-10 
Lawrence 6-3 12-10 
Cornell 4-5 13-11 
St. Norbert 4-5 7-8 
Carroll 4-5 7-12 
Knox 2-7 2-20 
Illinois 1-8 2-17 
Ripon 0-9 1-18 
  
BASEBALL
North
TEAM MWC OVR
Beloit 10-6 24-12 
St. Norbert 10-6 19-15 
Ripon 9-7 11-24 
Carroll 6-10 17-19 
Lawrence 5-11 11-25 
South
Grinnell 14-2 28-6 
Cornell 12-4 22-14 
Monmouth 7-9 18-17 
Knox 5-11 12-22 
Illinois 2-14 15-21
SOFTBALL
TEAM MWC OVR
Lake Forest 18-2 28-12 
Monmouth 16-4 28-12 
Carroll 14-6 24-15 
Cornell 13-7 20-16 
Illinois 13-7 21-17 
Lawrence        11-8-1       18-14-2 
Grinnell 7-12 16-19 
Beloit 6-13 10-26 
St. Norbert 5-15 6-30 
Ripon               4-15-1        4-31-1 
Knox 1-19 1-33
6
Number of first-place 
finishes by Lawrence 
athletes at Lawrence’s 
home track meet last 
weekend.
By the 
Numbers
Photo by Emei Thompson
Athlete of the Week
by Gabriel Armistead Chapman
Vikings of the Week
Freshman Sportlight
by Arianna Cohen
Dan Sandacz—TrackHayley Cardinal—Tennis
This week I sat down with senior Hayley Cardinal of the 
Women’s Track and Field team. Cardinal recently came in first 
in the 400 meter hurdles in 1:07.11 at the Viking Invitational on 
Saturday. She is also one Lawrence’s best swimmers, previously 
having won the Lawrentian’s Female Athlete of the Winter Season. 
This is her first time receiving the award as a runner.
Gabe Chapman: You’ve been named Athlete of the Week mul-tiple times for swimming. How does it feel to receive the accolade in a second sport?
Hayley Cardinal: I’m actually a bit surprised, in high school I definitely saw myself more of a track runner than a swimmer, but that switched once I got to Lawrence, which is funny to think about now, looking back. Swimmers running is not a typical combination so I’m excited that I’ve been able to perform as well as I can, even though I’ve only had a fairly short season running.
GC: How long have you been running hurdles?
HC: I started hurdling in seventh grade because my dad told me of all the field events, this one would be the most practical if I ever needed to run away from the cops or zombies. In some ways I consider hurdles to be the breaststroke of track, you have to be weirdly flexible and a lot of people are afraid of even trying it, but I love it even after 10 years of doing it.
GC: How does being a dual sport athlete effect the rest of your campus involvement?
HC: Swimming and track honestly help train me for each sport in their off seasons. With swimming being located at the wellness center, having track has allowed me to understand what most of the other athletes experience with their sports at Lawrence by being over at [Alexander Gym] so I feel more connected to that culture.
GC: How has it impacted your Lawrence experience overall?
HC: Swimming and track have been able to give me structure in my life and a way to deal with the stress of classes and work. I could honestly say the majority if not all of my friends have come from my sports teams and I couldn’t imagine being at Lawrence without them.
GC: Having almost completed four years as a student-athlete at Lawrence—and one who has achieved individual success and multiple awards, what are you hopeful about Lawrence athletics in the future? What would you like to see happen?
HC: I’m very excited to see our sports teams getting taken more seriously and the dedication that every student-athlete puts into their sport being recognized and respected.  I look forward to seeing what the new athletic director will do to create a bet-ter balance and understanding on campus, especially since I’ve heard that there will be a large incoming class of athletes for next year. I think Lawrence can have it all: excellence in academics, in music and in athletics, and this will only help us get there.
This week I spoke with freshman and hurdle runner Dan 
Sandacz. This week at the Annual Viking Invitational, Sandacz 
placed first in the 400-meter hurdles in 59.29 seconds. He also man-
aged to place second in the 110-meter hurdles in 16.64 seconds. 
After an outstanding freshman season, Sandacz is ready to reach 
some big goals in his next three years on the track team. 
Arianna Cohen: Where are you from? What made you choose Lawrence? 
Dan Sandacz: I’m from McHenry, Ill., which is in the northern part. I am a pre-med student here so I really like the strong foun-dations of the pre-med program. Although I am a biochemistry major, it matches up really well with the requirements. I like that I was able to get a broad experience within the field. 
AC: You had an impressive showing at the Viking Invitational this weekend; what are the keys to your success? 
DS: I think really just getting down my warmup routine; I didn’t really have an idea of what time to start. After that, every meet was just getting better with knowing my routine and practicing that throughout the week. At the beginning of the season I was really sick, and it was also very cold, so as I got healthier and the weather got better things just got better from there. 
AC: How was the transition from high school to collegiate level track? 
DS: For other events its fairly similar, but for mine both hurdle races change. For the 110-meter hurdles, the hurdles go up three inches, so that’s a big difference. Instead of the 300-meter hurdles in high school, you have the 400-meter hurdles, which is an extra 100 meters and two more hurdles. The transition is rougher than other events. It also helps that I’m really tall! 
AC: What initially drew you to running hurdles? 
DS: I kind of just tried it back in sixth grade and found it really unique. That feeling still holds true today because it’s such an interesting motion that you don’t really do in any other sport. 
AC: Do you have any rituals before you step out onto the track?
DS: Lots of stretches. They’re kind of goofy but you have to do lots of hip stretches and calf stretches. A lot of my hurdle drills have been the same rituals since middle school.
AC:  What are some goals you have for yourself as well as for your team in these next three years? 
DS: The main goal is to break the 400 hurdle record for the school. Hopefully I’ll get that by junior year. Also, I’d like to be able to help the team get to a higher standing in conference. 
Photo by Emei Thompson
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This week, we sat down with sophomore 
Meghan Murphy, the 2016 recipient of the 
U.S. Department of State Critical Language 
Scholarship (CLS). This scholarship program 
provides undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents with a unique opportunity for overseas 
language training and cultural immersion. 
With CLS, students are allowed the oppor-
tunity to learn a critical language that is 
otherwise not typically studied in school, such 
as Mandarin Chinese, Urdu and Swahili to 
name a few. This summer, Murphy will spend 
eight weeks in Taiwan, taking an intensive 
Chinese language program and living with a 
host family.“If you look at the wall at the staircase in the Hurvis Center, everyone from Lawrence who has got[ten] this scholarship has been a Megan, and I am now the third one,” Murphy shared her observation of previous years’ recipients. Just a few weeks before depar-ture, she was excited but also anxious about what Taiwan has to offer.“It is really exciting because I have been to China before, but never Taiwan,” she shared. “For one thing, they only use tradi-tional characters in Taiwan, and that is going to be interesting. Also, I have never been to China or Taiwan in the summer, so the heat and humidity will be new.”However, the intensity of the program is her biggest concern. In addition to 20 hours of classroom time, participants are expect-ed to spend several hours each day doing homework outside of the classroom, as well as time with their host families exploring Taiwan and its culture. As a true Lawrentian with diverse academic interests, Murphy recognized that this was a once-in-a-lifetime learning opportunity for her. She said, “It will be a lot of work, but it’ll be good.”Also, in a true Lawrentian fashion, her words reflected the unavoidable end-of-Spring-Term fatigue, “I’m excited to go, but I am also pretty tired from classes and every-thing.”It has been a hectic year for the double-degree sophomore—balancing classes for 
her violin performance and religious studies majors, zipping across five Chinese cities in three weeks of winter break as a participant of the Sustainable China trip and managing her other commitments. Murphy had hoped for a break this summer to wind down, but the CLS Program was too good to pass up.“I really want to do this in the first place because of the Chinese language learning,” said Murphy. “I feel that I have already had the opportunity to travel and explore, and now I’m getting to the point to really actu-ally learn a lot of Chinese. Eventually in the future if I want to work, get an internship or live in China, I need better Chinese.”Talking with Murphy, it was easy to see 
that she was truly driven to do her best in everything she took up. Murphy attributed this to her background as a home-schooled kid, being able to go off and fully explore lesser-traveled paths, including getting a head start in Chinese.“I started taking Chinese freshman year of high school at University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee,” she shared. “I took four years of college-level Chinese and then a gap year before Lawrence to study Chinese in Beijing. Also, there was a Chinese school near our house and my mother and I just decided to check it out. [Chinese] has been a part of my life ever since I can remember.”Having mastered the language as well as 
immersed herself in Chinese culture, Murphy now truly appreciates the diversity of China and Chinese culture that goes beyond the country’s borders. “As some parts can be deserts and others have rainforest, there is incredible cultural diversity and so many dif-ferent dialects,” said Murphy. Having experi-enced some of this vast diversity, she is even more motivated to travel and experience more, especially Taiwan which she stated is “a completely different region.”Despite being the only recipient of the scholarship from Lawrence this year, Murphy is not alone in her adventures in 
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“Twerkify Your Life,” a dance class taught by junior Tierra Masupha, also known as “Miss T.,” is held every Saturday in the Multi-Purpose Room located in the Buchanan Kiewit Wellness Center. Masupha’s mission is to promote body positivity through twerk-ing. Students must pay $2 for an hour-long class, or $5 for the entire day. The class focuses on speed, endurance, forms, as well as technique and rhythm. Afterwards, there is a “freestyle twerk-ation” where the floor is open for students to show off their moves and have a good time.  Masupha argues that, “twerking requires you to move and expose parts of the body that you may not be comfortable with or like or find beautiful.” She believes that body positivity on campus as a whole could be increased through this course. “It is a fun dance that makes you feel good about those body parts.”  “Twerkify Your Life” was adver-tised by word-of-mouth and a Facebook page at the beginning of Body Positivity Week. In the future, flyers will be posted around cam-pus to continue the popularity of the class. The class, open to everyone, often draws women, non-gender conforming individuals and people of color to participate. Freshman Annyce Brackins expressed that the class is “a fun activity to do with your girls or guys where you can hype each other up.”  The class begins with ten minutes 
of stretching which Masupha explains is necessary because “twerking is a full-body workout just as dancing is a full-body work-out. Stretching before any form of movement is good for the body. Also stretching can empower you because of the flexibility you gain from doing it consistently.” The class ends with fifteen minutes of meditation. According to Masupha there are multiple techniques of twerking including squatting, utilizing the wall, utilizing the ground, laying and more. “My favorite to teach would be twerking while utilizing the ground because the technique is so inter-esting and it makes me feel amazing when I teach it.” Twerking challenges you to use all muscles, especially your arms, legs, butt, abdominals and feet. “Twerking is a work-out. You will burn so many calories from twerking. It is also fun. You have fun doing it. I do not know one person who does not have fun twerking.”  When asked her favorite part of teaching students how to twerk, Mashupa replied, “I like teaching these classes because growing up I have struggled with loving my body and feeling good about myself when I danced at parties. I found twerking and twerking found me. I took classes back in Chicago and decided that I wanted to give twerking to others.” Twerking is not only a dance and a workout, it is a way of feel-ing empowered and gaining a positive body image while having fun.
Standout Sophomore: Meghan Murphy
Karina Barajas
Staff Writer
________________________________
Anh Ta
Features Editor
_________________________________________________
Meghan Murphy looks forward to Taiwan. 
Photo courtesy by Anh Ta
Mortar Board’s Spelling Bee in the Viking Room. 
Photos by Minh Nguyen
Senior Emily Wendorff, runner-up in the Spelling Bee, competes. 
Positively Twerked
See page 12
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Last week, as part of a fundraiser for a community garden for the Community of Potters project, GlobeMed sold plants outside of Warch Campus Center. The Community of Potters is a marginalized ethnic group living in the village of Masoro, located near Kigali, Rwanda. All proceeds went to GlobeMed's partner Health Development Initiative (HDI) in Rwanda and their anti-malnutrition initia-tive. GlobeMed aims to strengthen the move-ment for global health equity by empow-ering students and communities to work together to improve the health of the impov-erished around the world. Sophomore and co-president of GlobeMed Bhavana Suvarna explained, “GlobeMed started at Northwestern University in Evanston, Ill., and there are chapters of GlobeMed from each country. Each chapter is partnered with someone else in the world. With the garden, the Community of Potters will have more food to sustain themselves, and with the sur-plus, can sell for income at a market.” Junior and fellow co-president Clarissa Frayn added, “The Community of Potters have a sustainable community garden right now and we’re helping expand it. Having a garden will help create an anti-malnutrition program.” Community of Potters is often left out of textbooks, despite the role that it has played and continue to plays in Eastern Africa. Suvarna added, “GlobeMed is a social justice organization and the heart of it is home equity—so to have access in all forms. It is important to reflect on your own privi-
leges and think about how you are lucky. By being aware of these causes, you are using your privilege to access privileges that you have and they lack.” GlobeMed members sold succulents and spider plants donated by Frayn’s fam-ily and Assistant Professor of Biology Judith Humphries, respectively. By Sunday, all of the plants had been sold and GlobeMed raised about $200. With the success of this first event of its kind, members of GlobeMed expressed interest in future events like this.Junior Monica Montoya Paniagua elabo-rated that the Community of Potters “are liv-ing in terrible conditions right now, the orga-nization that we're partnered with, Health Development Initiative, is actually looking to move them into better shelters and homes soon. In addition to housing, malnourish-ment is another problem that the community is struggling with, especially among the chil-dren. We're hoping that mobile gardens will help increase the quality of nutrition that the community is receiving and decrease other related health problems.”Some of GlobeMed’s past fundraisers have not been so successful, so together they came up with a new way to raise money. “By selling plants we were trying to link and to educate people about who we are,” says Suvarna. Paniagua added, “We thought it would be a neat idea to do something with plants, since that's where our fundraised money will be going. Someone in our group thought of selling plants, specifically in recy-cled mason jars.” How will a Lawrentian benefit from buying a plant? Frayn said, “Spring is a fun time to have something green in your room. It is a nice little buddy to have for someone with an interest in it. A Lawrentian will ben-efit from buying a plant because that room 
upstairs is kind of dismal, and a little plant will brighten it up.” Paniagua added, “In my opinion, all dorm rooms need a little plant. I have a few in my room and they really help brighten the atmosphere, especially of days that I have to spend all day inside studying.” Suvarna said, “You can have the warm glow of knowing you helped a non-profit organi-zation and that it goes to a good cause. The weather is beautiful and having a plant is a way to spruce up with your room and add a little green to it. To give it [the plant] to a parent or guardian for Mother’s Day.”The event was successful, and the mem-bers shared their favorite parts of the event. 
“My favorite part of the event was how excit-ed people were to buy a plant! I think that plants are really awesome and I love that other Lawrentians love them,” said Paniagua. Suvarna agrees her favorite part of the event was planning, tabling and seeing people wanting to buy a plant. “We were supposed to seek for a few days, but we sold out very quickly. In the past our fundraisers have not been successful, so it felt good that this one was successful.”
Karina Barajas
Staff Writer
_________________________________
Planting the Seeds: GlobeMed’s Fundraiser
GlobeMed members tabling for Community of Potters. 
Photo courtesy by Bhavana Suvarna 
Greek Week, an annual Spring Term event, promotes the different Greek organizations on campus while fundraising for the philanthropies they work with. The week began with Lip Sync, a dance competition between the chapters. As the week progressed, many of the 12 Greek organizations put on individual events including “Too Hot to Handle,” a chicken wing eating competition hosted by Kappa Kappa Gamma, a spelling bee hosted by Mortar Board, and “Music Trivia” hosted by SAI and Sinfonia. The events were open to all students and well attended both within the Greek community and otherwise.
Senior Katie Taber enthusiastically carries Theta’s “Too Hot to Handle” team. 
Photo by Hitkarsh Chanana
Kappa Alpha Theta competes in Lip Sync. 
Students fill the Wriston Amphitheater to watch the Lip Sync competition. 
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My ears, heart, soul and mind are full, yet I still have the desire to continue this form of listening, mindfulness and enriched sense of community.During the second half of reading period, Deep Listeners of Lawrence University (DLLU) had the unique experience of going to Björklunden with several guest artists to lead. DLLU—a collective I co-found-ed and lead with my friends junior Sam Genualdi, sopho-more Emmett Jackson and senior Sarah Clewett—is a club in which anyone can partici-pate to learn the practice and philosophy of Deep Listening. This philosophy was created by accordionist and compos-er Pauline Oliveros in 1988, and, to quote Oliveros, deep listening is rooted in “listen-ing in every possible way to everything possible to hear no matter what one is doing.” The term—a clever pun at first which is now much more—came from Oliveros after an improvisation session with Stuart Dempster on trombone and didgeridoo, and Panaiotis handling vocals and electron-ics, fourteen feet underground in a cistern with 45 seconds of natural reverb. Subsequently, the group recorded under the name “Deep Listening Band,” also contributing to the con-cept.DLLU was lucky enough to have Dempster there, lead-ing us through a retreat that mirrored the steps done by the Deep Listening Institute (DLI), which are often led by Oliveros. Helping Dempster were his wife Renko Dempster, their son Loren Dempster, Instructor of Dance Margaret Paek, Dean Brian Pertl and his wife Leila Pertl. All six have strong experi-ence in Deep Listening and its three core aspects—listening, movement and dreams.While our one full day and two half days were filled nearly to the brim with work-shops, listening mediations, exercises and being silent for several hours on end, the week-end was the calmest and most mindful I have been for that long of a time. The relaxation and joy of making music with like-minded people was what brought many of the members to Björklunden, but it did not take long for everyone to real-ize that the contentedness, creativity and unique frame of mind they felt throughout the weekend could be achieved in everyday life, even through the stress most Lawrence students face. That is a concept pertains both to official DLI retreats and this past DLLU trip—Deep Listening is a practice, meaning 
it should—and can be—prac-ticed every day. The motivation to do so was clear enough, espe-cially after this weekend. Deep Listening was enjoyable and wonderful to experience in the moment and also improved my overall feelings and thoughts—my whole being swirling with awareness, happiness and har-mony. I had never felt so in tune with everything and so in control of my life.While I have felt this change and realization in me for a while now, it was beauti-ful to feel it so profoundly and see it occur in those around me. On the first night, we all stood in a circle and shared what we wanted to get out of this weekend. My goal involved achieving a strong sense of community, especially those I did not know as well. After spending many hours with the group, I felt that my goal was definitely achieved. Even with-out talking a lot and getting to know everyone, everyone in the nearly 30-person group gained a closeness through lis-tening together—to each other, to the environment we were in and to the universe. I left feeling even closer to my good friends and close to those I had not connected with much or at all up until this weekend.This closeness was built up, for the most part, by two forces: listening by being silent and listening to create music together. The former was something I had never expe-rienced before in the way we did this past weekend. After 10 p.m., we were to be silent until the end of breakfast the next morning. The purpose of this was to listen to everything for an extended amount of time, especially sounds we might not usually recognize. The first silent session was beautiful to hear—as it was my first time just listening while making minimal noise, the experience was like taking out ear plugs that block out many normal, constant sounds. Of course I had heard most of these sounds before, but hearing them all holistically and persistently was indescribable. Two activi-ties during this time stood out to me with resonance.The first was getting lost in the woods late at night for about an hour with three other friends. Other than using occa-sional whistling to signal the group, we were completely silent throughout this time, absorbing the cracking of twigs, insects droning, rustling from wind and wildlife and other sounds. Had we been talking, we would have missed these sounds and felt more scared. But the heightened sense of hearing soothed me, and I was never nervous or afraid of 
     Izzy Yellen
      Columnist
_____________________
Deep Listening 
Retreat
The Warch Campus Center Galleries  display Professor of Spanish Gustavo Fares’ photographs of exhibits at a Cuban museum. 
Photo by Veronica Bella
From May 2-18, the Warch Campus Center is featuring an exhibit by Lawrence University Professor of Spanish Gustavo Fares entitled “Cuba: The Revolution from the Inside” on its third floor. The exhibit fea-tures photos taken by Fares on a Lawrence University Alumni trip to Cuba this past March. It fea-tures ten prints photographed at 
the Museo de la Revolución, or the Museum of the Revolution, housed in Havana, Cuba. The pictures are of display cases at the museum, each touch-ing on important concepts or events of the Revolution. For those who are unfamiliar, the Cuban Revolution began as an armed revolt lead by Fidel Castro and his supporters in 1953 against the authoritarian government of Fulgencio Batista, which was supported by the United States. The pictures of this display detail 
such things as Castro’s resigna-tion, the Cuban Missile Crisis, and Guantànamo Bay, but tell these stories through Cuban eyes. The purpose of this exhibit is to give a different perspective to something that many Americans only know one side of. As it has been said many times before, there are two sides to every story, and this exhibit aims to bring us, as viewers, to that other side. 
 Warch Campus Center exhibit provides 
an inside look at Cuban History
Margaret Norby
Staff Writer
____________________________________
See page 9
LUCC 2016-17 Class Representative Applications 
are now available
Applications are 
available for rising 
sophomores, juniors 
and seniors.
Physical copies are 
available at the 
Info Desk, Campus 
Life Office and the 
LUCC office on the 
4th floor of Warch.Questions or concerns 
can be directed to 
LUCC@lawrence.edu 
The deadline for submitting the apps is 
Friday, May 13 at 11:59 p.m.
Be the voice of your class.
Apps can be found 
online at lawrence.
edu by search-
ing for “LUCC”, 
then clicking 
on “Forms” and 
going to the Class 
Representative 
Applications tab.
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On Sunday, May 8, visiting jazz vibraphonist Joe Locke and a supporting ensemble of Lawrence music students and professors gave a recital in Harper Hall. Those in attendance were treated to a rare performance of the multi-movement “Love is a Pendulum” Suite, an original composition by Locke himself. Joe Locke is an accomplished musician who has performed around the world. One of the most well-known contemporary 
vibraphonists, he typically travels around the United States to play with large and small ensembles in all types of concerts. He composes most of the pieces he plays and is interested in the connections between music and poetry.The concert opened with “As the Moon Draws Water,” a brief, romantic piece composed by Associate Professor of Music and bassist Mark Urness, who played with the group. The piece intro-duced listeners to the sounds of strings in this jazz setting and gave Locke the chance to make a stunning first impression.Then, Locke prepared the 
audience for the upcoming “Love is a Pendulum” Suite, which is based on a poem by Barbara Sfraga, a musician and writer whose influence shaped the com-position. He spoke about his back-ground and how his family’s love for words and reading led to his penchant for writing music based on literature.“Love is a Pendulum” is bro-ken down into five movements that mirror the titular poem’s five stanzas. Their evocative titles follow the “Love is…” formula. Standouts included “III—Love is a Planchette,” which included advanced cross-rhythms and vir-
tuosic vibraphone and bass solos, and “IV—Love is Letting Go,” built on a percussion and cello osti-nato rhythm with a happy-but-remorseful mood.Several Lawrence fac-ulty members worked together to bring Locke’s concert to life. Professor of Music and percus-sionist Dane Richeson and Professor Urness brought Locke to Lawrence. They gathered other faculty members and students to fill the remaining five positions in the grand ensemble, which fea-tured George and Marjorie Olsen Chandler Professor of Music Janet Anthony; Associate Professor of 
Music Matthew Michelic; Assistant Professor of Music and Director of Jazz Studies José Encarnación; sophomore Meghan Murphy and freshman McKenzie Fetters. This unlikely jazz octet rehearsed many times with Locke, who claimed to have learned a lot from the process, which he called a “labor of love.”  After the 55-min-ute show and a deep ensemble bow, the ensemble proudly left the stage together. 
    Wendell Leafstedt
     Staff Writer 
_________________________
 Vibraphonist Joe Locke collaborates with faculty and students
Album Review
Riverbug’s 
“Riverbug”
Although their frontman has graduated, Riverbug will make their return soon with a show at Lawrence and the release of their self-titled debut extended play (EP). The band, a collection of composer and frontman Luke Rivard’s ’15 friends, combines elements of many genres—folk, minimalism and post-rock, to name a few. Rivard directs the group and writes nearly all of the lyrics and music straight from his heart to theirs and, eventually, to the listeners’ hearts as well.Riverbug consists of senior 
Ilan Blanck on guitar, Meri Bobber on vocals, fifth-year senior Tim Carrigg on keyboard, super-senior Joe Connor on saxo-phone, senior Henry Geraghty on vocals, junior Jakob Heinemann on bass guitar, and Dan Reifsteck ’15 and Rivard on drums and percussion. Despite Rivard writ-ing, composing and arranging the whole EP—save for the lyrics on the last song, “Moonbeam”—each musician brings their own personality and warmth to each track, creating a touching, heart-felt set of compositions.Having somehow missed every one of their performances on campus last year, I was not sure what to expect when I saw 
the news from Rivard that an EP was in the works. I had worked with him in Jazz Band last year, so I was pleasantly surprised to hear the record was not based in jazz but in singer-songwriter, a type of music I had no idea he was passionate about. What grabbed my attention even more was how Rivard not only opens up musically on the EP—blend-ing many of the music genres he is passionate about—but also lyrically. No matter how chilling-ly, heartbreakingly or powerfully Bobber and Geraghty sing, the vocals and the words attached to them are honest and emotional. It is beautiful to hear the two take Rivard’s words and melo-
dies in and deliver them with both his and their sentiments.The act of movingly taking Rivard’s music and playing it as one’s own is true for the other members as well. Each instru-ment swirls together wonder-fully, washing over the listener wholly and equally in a way that can be challenging with such a large band. This works so well due to Rivard’s recognition as not only a leader, but also as a fellow musician. It is clear he wants to lead the band while also letting them come together organically, creating a culmination of friend-ship and commonality via music.I cannot wait to see them perform and talk to the band 
soon for my column, Meditations on Music. In this column, you will get a glimpse at Rivard’s compo-sition process, the personalities of the members and a more per-sonal reaction to their music.You can hear the first track, “Live Between,” at <http://riv-erbugmusic.bandcamp.com/releases>. Riverbug will be play-ing this Sunday, May 15 at 8 p.m. in front of the Cafe. Physical CDs will be available for pur-chase at the concert, and a digital release will be available on their Bandcamp page on June 1.
     Izzy Yellen
      Columnist
_______________________
being lost in the dark, unfamiliar woods. After finding our way back and sleeping for a few hours, sev-eral others and I woke up early to watch the sunrise on the lake. I have watched countless sunrises and sunsets before, but this one had no unnecessary comments or noises that detracted from the intense visual and audio expe-rience before me. My ears had become accustomed to listening to everything such that the sounds produced by the world became much sweeter than anything anyone could say. Everything felt intentional and vital—we did not need to talk to be able to exist and enjoy this moment.Listening to create music was similar and was extremely affect-ed by practicing Deep Listening while not creating. Together, we were all able to improvise with a different understanding and per-spective on sound, just by listen-ing to each other. While we did this throughout the weekend and each session stood out in its own way, the concert we performed on Sunday for the public represented a lot of what we did. Composed of two pieces based on text scores by student composers, one piece influenced by the architecture and woodwork of Björklunden by Loren Dempster, an exercise by Oliveros, a meditation of sound in memory with audience partici-pation led by Leila Pertl and a 
text score by Stuart Dempster, the concert synthesized many of the teachings and ways of listening into an hour of music. In between the pieces, we transitioned with improvised movement exercis-es led by Paek. While I strongly believe concerts should not be the sole accomplishment to show what was learned, I felt that all who performed and listened did a wonderful job of showing their growth and experience of Deep Listening—no matter how much or how little.The weekend was also mov-ing to me because it displayed my tremendous amount of self-growth not only as a Deep Listener, but as a person, musician and leader. Learning tactics that improve how I feel was something I did not expect as much going into the retreat. I knew the weekend would be relaxing, but after seeing how simple practices changed my being so much, I feel like I have begun a new part of my life—a rebirth into a similar person who is more refined, focused and in tune. This change also affected my life as a musician. Although I did not play a lot of trumpet or didgeridoo throughout the week-end, I feel like I grew as play-ers of both of those instruments just through Deep Listening. A particularly moving moment for me was playing in a didgeridoo trio as part of Dempster’s clos-ing piece with Dean Pertl, my teacher on the instrument, and Dempster, the man who can be credited with bringing the instru-
ment into Western music. The energy between the three of us was electrifying and pushed me to perform on the several-foot-long PVC pipe like I never had before, instilling pride and happi-ness in both myself and my fellow didgeridoo players. This energy put me out of my comfort zone until I truly realized my passion and connection to the music and people, much like my experience with leading the club. While I did not lead over the weekend, I left feeling so much more confident and ready to lead the huge col-lective because of my passion and connection. What resonated most, though, was the pride I felt when many others were just as moved as I was by the retreat and thankful—partially to me and the other DLLU leaders—for helping to provide something so beautiful to them.As I was listening to music on the bus ride home, my mind was in another place, my ears still full yet hungry, my soul very aware of itself and my heart content. Still so moved by the retreat’s power, I wrote down my final entry in the journal I had been keeping during the weekend a reminder to myself: “Hold onto that compas-sion, the closeness you have for others—through sound and not.”
Meditations
continued from page 8
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Last week, I served as a vot-ing member of the Group Living Selection Board and was a part of the decision making. Even though the process is over, I still feel unsettled by it. After finding out that several other appeals were being filed, I felt that it was my responsibility to put my concerns forward and explain why I personally think the process was flawed and should be reevaluated. I owe it to the groups who took their time to apply and put their trust in the board, to the board as a whole who may or may not share my concerns, and to the Residence Life Committee—a group that is dedicated to serving the Lawrence community. They have also recently redesigned this process in the hopes of creating a fairer, more efficient system for group living.My main concern pertains to the voting portion of the selection process. The board took a total of three votes during the process. The first two votes were done simultaneously and intended to decide whether or not two specif-ic groups should get houses. One of these votes was very, very close. After the results were announced, we decided to go over the discussion points that had led us to this decision. During this short discussion, one member of the board asked if they could change their vote. I recall at least one other member nodding, pos-sibly in agreement. This led us to question whether or not we should be able to do a revote. Some members wanted to, others did not, resulting in the third and final vote taken: whether or not we should revote on the first vote. This decision was off by one, in favor of not re-voting. In hindsight, I simply do not think it made sense for us to vote on re-voting. In Steering and other committees where I have expe-rience with parliamentarian and voting procedure, if an individual would like to change their vote, it is noted and changed without needing the permission of the rest of the committee. If many of the selection board members voted against taking a revote because they did not want to change their vote and there-fore would not benefit from the extra five minutes taken to revote, this gives those who didn’t want to change their minds an unfair advantage. Their voices are being elevated above those of other members who wanted to change their votes.The selection process is heav-ily dependent on the thoughts of the board members, which is best represented through votes. Not permitting an individual to change their vote prevents their opinions from being taken into consider-ation. Also, putting a member’s right to vote through the demo-cratic process does not make sense and goes against almost every aspect of the procedure, therefore threatening the validity of the final outcome. Considering the initial vote in question result-ed in a 5-4 outcome, I think it is clear that allowing at least one member to change their vote would likely affect the outcome 
and, consequently, the final deci-sion of the selection board. In the days following the selection, I made the decision to file an appeal stating this con-cern. I felt it warranted the pro-cess being redone to ensure that the final decision matched the feelings of the board members, as intended. Unfortunately, my appeal was not approved by the Residence Life Committee to be brought forward to the rest of the Lawrence University Community Council (LUCC). In the housing legislation, it says that appeals may only be brought forward by applicant groups. Since I was not one of the applicant groups, my appeal was denied credibility and my concerns were not shared during the Executive LUCC Meeting held this past Monday. My voice was being silenced by the Residence Life Committee, which is ironic, because I am a member of that committee. As someone who is very com-mitted to upholding the values and mission of LUCC, I felt that my account of what happened need-ed to be shared and that actions should have been taken to rectify what I perceived to be miscon-duct during the process. I still believe that is it the responsibility of the Residence Life Committee to address this problem and I will continue to push the commit-tee internally to hold themselves accountable for what went wrong in this process.I would also like to add that I am in a very unique posi-tion where I am an appellant, a member of the selection board, a member of the Residence Life Committee and General Secretary of LUCC. By being in each of these positions, I have had the oppor-tunity to see the housing process and its aftermath unfold in mul-tiple dimensions. I understand why my appeal was denied but I still think it bears merit. I agree that the legislation and process cannot be changed mid-cycle to accommodate my wishes, but I feel that it would be best for the Lawrence community if it were. It is a very strange predica-ment to be in and I feel torn in many ways. However, by choosing to file an appeal and write this piece, I feel I am making efforts towards the transparency and accountability of LUCC, which is something I, the rest of cabi-net, and several other members of LUCC have been attempting to prioritize for this term and mov-ing forward.Making this information pub-lic does come with some sacri-fices, which encourages me to end this piece by clarifying the follow-ing points:1) I do not mean to insinu-ate one group that was awarded a house is not deserving of a house. Clearly this decision was made for a reason the first and second time around. It cannot be proven that if the selection process were to be done that this group would abso-lutely not receive a house. Also, the details shared about this vote were purely from my perspective, making it inherently biased and limited. 2) My appeal not hav-
STAFF EDITORIAL
Turning the Tables on Volunteerism at Lawrence
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Jonathan Rubin at jonathan.c.rubin@
lawrence.edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the 
right to edit for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before pub-
lication, and should not be more than 350 words.
The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty 
and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the 
authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the 
staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawren-
tian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters 
outlined in the masthead.
Every Spring Term, Greek Week is a chance for Greek organizations at Lawrence to create a positive image of Greek Life on campus, in part by promoting their volun-teerism and philanthropic efforts during the week. Throughout the year, Greek orga-nizations on campus require members to volunteer a certain number of hours each term, and many members of Greek organizations log volunteer hours for work done at Greek Week events. Although the funds raised for local nonprofits through Greek Week events definitely have a positive impact, the nature of volunteerism during these events is representative of a campus-wide issue in relation to volunteer hours, quantity over quality.Greek organization volunteer requirements stem from good intentions, but they are somewhat problematic. Many members of Greek organizations regularly volun-teer off-campus with their chapter or on their own; on the other hand, participating in Greek Week events and tabling allow members to meet minimum chapter require-ments. These sorts of on-campus fundraising events may not be as effective from a financial standpoint as simply donating money would be. However, volunteer hours count towards group requirements and can be included on a resume, while monetary contributions are not. The nature of volunteerism through these events presents two starkly different definitions of volunteerism: fundraising for the community, versus interacting with and creating meaningful connections within the community. Part of the Volunteer & Community Service Center’s (VCSC) mission states that “connecting Lawrentians to needs in the surrounding community[and] creating an environment of mutual learning and growth” is integral to service. However, while on-campus fundraising events assist the Appleton community, not all participants engage with the populations they are fundraising for—some do not even know how the money is used, or who it will help. As a result, not all students volunteer in a way that promotes mutual growth and learning between Lawrence and the greater com-munity.      Whether or not Greek Life portrays an unfair representation of service work and philanthropy, all students should be aware of what it truly means to dedicate time volunteering. Since Lawrence has created opportunities for students to engage with and dedicate time to the Appleton community, it is important to realize that volun-teerism is not just self-serving, but can be a hands-on learning experience outside of the Lawrence Bubble.
An Honest Reflection 
on Housing Selection
Madi Gardner
For The Lawrentian 
_____________________________________
See page 12
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As a gender studies major and a man, I feel as though it is time for me to invoke my femi-nist North Stars. It is time for me to invoke the women of color that have been at the forefront of movements that do not just affect them, but their communities. On this campus, people have a very simplistic view of feminism due to the fact that we have a simplistic view of issues related to feminism such as abortion. Sometimes, these views can exclude women of color.I will be talking about abor-tion, which is an important issue. To clarify before I give my opinion, I decided to cite scholars who are women of color because their voices are important to the dis-cussion. It is important for me to make clear that this is something women of color have been say-ing all their lives in response to contemporary discourses about abortion. I agree with these schol-ars because they have helped me shape my understanding of gen-der, race, sexuality and class.    The discourse around abor-tion is dominated by white femi-nism. The current discussions around abortion not only render women of color invisible—they marginalize women of color and poor women through the utiliza-tion of the binaries of pro-life and pro-choice. Feminist movements led by women of color have expand-ed the discourse of abortion to include healthcare for the poor, welfare rights and anti-steriliza-tion abuse. Abortion for women of color goes beyond the right to terminate a pregnancy—it is to navigate a system that does not want one to survive. Women of color must always redefine them-selves against discourses—such as the current one on abortion—
that marginalize them and make their issues invisible.In Andrea Smith’s article “Beyond Pro-choice versus Pro-life: Women of Color and Reproductive Justice,” she articu-lates how the definitions associat-ed with the language of the pro-life movement do not mean the same thing to Native American women. She says, “I am using these Native women’s responses to questions about abortion to argue that the pro-life versus pro-choice para-digm is a model that marginal-izes women of color, poor women and women with disabilities.” For some Native American people, being pro-life does not necessar-ily make one against abortion, as shown in the dialogue that Andrea Smith provided in her conver-sations with Native American women. Native American women who have faced sexual violence and have been under attack by horrible reproductive rights laws see words like “pro-life” and “pro-choice” in a much deeper way, for their ultimate goal is to promote native life. For Native American peo-ple in particular, the discourses surrounding abortion are about asserting ones right to exist. You can see the theme of life revitaliza-tion within the Black and Latino communities, especially because to this day the forced steriliza-tion of Black, Latina, Asian,, and Native American women is still taking place. This action of ster-ilization adopted by oppressive institutions are saying that people of color do not have a right to exist. The logic of pro-choice auto-matically assuming that women of color have a “choice” does not take into consideration that they live under a system that controls and manipulates their bodies.The right to have children is important, but to be able to sustain those children is equally important in terms of the dis-
course of abortion. Women of color have taken the movement further by discussing issues such as poverty and access to food. The dominant rhetoric of abortion has been framed around the question “Who has the right to end a life?” Women of color have reframed the debate around sustaining life and providing better futures for their children. It is important to discuss women of colors’ position in soci-ety when it comes to ideas such as the disproportionate criminal-ization of women of color when it comes to things such as tak-ing drugs while pregnant or being able to access better prenatal care when pregnant in comparison to their white counterparts. These issues do not function under the already established framework. The problems that women of color face are too complex to be theo-rized in binaries like pro-choice or pro-life. In the case of Perve Patel, a South Asian woman from Indiana who was sentenced to twenty years in jail for feticide, when in reality, she had a miscar-riage. This story outraged repro-ductive right activists. Patel’s story illuminat-ed many facts about the cur-rent reproductive laws in place. Activists like Deepa Iyer at the University of Maryland highlight-ed other cases of Asian women being affected by these policies as the result of the lack of access that women of color have to medical support or counseling related to this topic. The Journal of Health Politics, Policy and Law’s 2013 study on arrests and forced inter-ventions on pregnant women in the U.S. found that approximate-ly 71 percent were low-income women and 59 percent were women of color. This evidence is enough to suggest that women of color and poor women need to go beyond the binaries of pro-life and pro-choice or they will be working 
To the Editor,
After speaking with many of my fellow alumni, I have decided to write a letter expressing my opinions to current students. Let me preface this with the statement that I am proud to have attended a school with a student body who are willing to take action in order to change the things they take issue with both on campus and in the community. Your dedication and perseverance are admirable.I would like to take the time to publicly thank the members of the Lawrence administration who have worked tirelessly in the face of opposition to make the university I know and love grow and change for the better. I know it is not always easy to do your jobs to your or students’ complete satisfaction, but the work you do is definitely appreciated.Whether I know you personally or as a name on an office door, I thank you more than I can say for constantly striving to better Lawrence. Time and time again, I am impressed with your ability to take the ideas, demands—however unrealistic—hopes and dreams of students for what a better Lawrence looks like and make them a reality. I know that what you do is hard, and at times made harder because of the timeline for change some students hold you to, but without fail the changes come.I hope you understand how much the students, alumni, par-ents, and community members appreciate your hard work and dedication to them, your work, and the school. This is a statement of my undying thanks and appreciation for you and your work, and I hope that others will take more opportunities to let you know how much you are appreciated. You are the gears that make the clock turn, the magicians behind the curtain, and without you, the school I love, the amazing education and personal growth that make me so proud of this school, would not be possible. So thank you, thank you, thank you.
With love and respect,
Lena Rosenberg
Class of  2015
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Guil Louis 
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
The Right to Exist: Women of color 
redef ining reproductive r ights
On the night of Tuesday, May 3, just as the clock struck 10 p.m., me and a few compatriots went to see an independent film about a punk band and a group of neo-Nazis brutally murdering each other. The movie is called “Green Room,” and it is excellent. It features great performances from Anton Yelchin and Imogen Poots as the leaders of the group of punks, and Patrick Stewart—his performance and mannerism unrecognizable from the noble, awesome Jean-Luc Picard of “Star Trek: The Next Generation” and the insane elit-ism of CIA director Avery Bullock of “American Dad”—as the leader of the neo-Nazis, in addition to excellent direction from Jeremy Saulnier, fantastic cinematogra-phy and punk music that actually sounds good—and not just good for a movie.It is also arguably the most violent film I have ever seen. I have seen many films in my years as a movie-watcher, and the vio-lence within them is a rainbow 
of various shades of blood and gore that has been spilled. From the impressionistic bloodshed of samurai dramas to the infamous woodchipper scene in “Fargo,” I could probably make an entire book of my favorite movie deaths. Some of them have affected me, as when a favorite character dies—the woodchipper scene—while others have made me laugh a bit at how ridiculous they are …also the woodchipper scene. But “Green Room” is special. It is a testament to Saulnier’s tal-ent that you feel bad even for the villains when they are killed. Sure it is self defense, but at the same time these are all people who have made choices that have led them to where they are, and whom oftentimes did not even realize what kind of choice they were making. But every single death matters: there are no zom-bie hordes you can misidentify, you know every face and who they were when they die. Even when Stewart’s character meets his fate, it does not feel cathartic. Instead, there’s a profound sense that it had to be this way, and that is wrong.At first, after seeing this film, 
one wonders why exactly this movie has not become huge since it began its nationwide rollout a few weeks ago. It does not really make much sense: here is a really well made horror-thriller, counter program to the fantastical blows the Avengers will be dealing to each other in “Captain America: Civil War” across a few thousand screens multiple times a day in the coming weeks. This has every-thing people want: death, good music and pretty people in hor-rible situations. The trifecta! Is everything so beholden to mar-keting that anything that does not have $100 million to spend to cover every billboard, T.V. com-mercial break and lunchbox in the country is inherently doomed? Then it hit me: it is because the film is violent that people for the most part are not going to see it. Let me explain: we have all heard the arguments that people—usu-ally young adults and teenag-ers—do not understand violence because of all our video games and blockbuster movies and the like. You know, the kind of thing people who say “back in my day” without a hint of humor. There is the idea that Americans are being 
more vulgar, more garish with what they say and do. For God’s sake, the presumptive Republican nominee for president made fun of a man with a disability and a good chunk of the country ate it up! It makes sense to think that the idea of American “values”—however one defines that term—are being corrupted and that we are lost to being desensitized to the loss of human life. This is what was once called the “culture of death,” and it is haughty nonsense.Right now I am going to tell you something you may not know. There is a video of Muammar Gaddafi, former dictator of Libya, being killed. I have watched it, it is available online; the video quality is terrible, and you do not really see the final blow that kills him, but the fact of the matter is one of the most hated men in modern history was murdered on camera and it was not broadcast all over the news. The reason for this is because as horrible as Gaddafi was, the man is begging for his life and his body is broken before they kill him with his own weapons. That image, even with context, is genuinely disturbing. 
Similarly, remember all the “Saw” films, and how they grad-ually turned into self parody? How long has it been since peo-ple watched the first one? It still holds up as a crafty, disturbing thriller much more than any of the sequels. The same is with “The Texas Chainsaw Massacre.” Any depiction of violence that is hon-est which we can actually behold with our own eyes inevitably dis-turbs people and reminds us on how fragile nature is, as well as our own mortality. This is why someone’s arm getting broken in “Green Room” is so much more disturbing then the fact that Robert Downey Jr. gets his entire body wrecked every time he plays Iron Man. It is because we realize the latter 
is not real. It is just pretend, and showing someone that’s human, something like “Green Room” does, makes us remember that it could easily happen to us, and that is what we actually live with. This is why a film like this does not get traction; not because it does not give us what we want, but because it makes us remember that what we want is not entertainment. It is horror. 
Claiming we are becoming inured to violence is nonsense
 Henry Dykstal 
 Columnist 
_________________________
for the interest of white women but not their own.Women of color are at the mercy of the intersections of class and race. The case of Perve Patel highlighted that women of color make up the bulk of women who cannot afford contracep-tives. Black feminist authors like Barbara Smith advocate for inter-sectionality acknowledge that capitalism may restrain one’s abil-ity to be healthy. Yet, Smith does warn us to not to simply point to class, as Marxist feminists do. The issue of abortion for women of color goes beyond an intersectional approach. This rhet-
oric around abortion feeds on par-ticular systems such as whiteness and capitalism. Intersectionality is a good way to start the conversa-tion about abortion and the way it has been framed. But what hap-pens next, after we acknowledge intersectionality—what does an intersectional solution look like when we live under a system that has been built in complete opposi-tion to women of color?In one of Andrea Smith’s essays, she also illustrates how this liberal idea of being pro-life does not necessarily promote 
See page 12
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What is an organization you volunteer for?
PHOTO POLL Hitkarsh ChananaMarketing Manager
“No, I don’t volunteer during the school year 
because it is a big time commitment. I usually 
volunteer in the summer because I have lots of 
free time then.”
—Mikaela Lilly
“I volunteer with AMSA at Edison Elementary in 
Appleton. I help set up scientific experiments for 
kids and talk to tell them about cool scientific 
developments.”
—Deepankar Tripurana
“I volunteer at Vital, a tutoring center. I’m really 
interested in teaching and spending time with kids 
is a lot of fun! I usually volunteer once or twice a 
week for about two and a half hours.”
—Nicole Crashell
“I usually volunteer about 6 hours a term with my 
fraternity, SigEp. I volunteered at the SOS: Sole 
Burner 5K!”
—Savvas Sfairo
“Well, I volunteer at Lawrence a lot after work 
hours. Although I’m not too sure if that counts, 
but I teach the leadership certification workshop 
for about two hours every week. I really enjoy 
teaching this program because I think it helps us 
create a strong community.”
—Nick Paulson
“I usually volunteer with Delta Gamma, VCSC and 
Harbor House. I love volunteering as a child-care 
worker over the weekends and overnight as well.”
—Taylor Gardner
ing grounds for approval is not the only problem I have with the housing legislation and procedure that was carried out. There are other pieces I, along with other members of LUCC, have encoun-tered and have disliked, such as who reviews the appeals, the way application information was publicized, the lack of an estab-lished structure for the selection process, the limited role selec-tion board members play after the selection process, and more. 3) It has become appar-ent that the housing legislation that was passed last winter is not perfect. It has contributed to many issues with this process and now prevents the Residence Life Committee and LUCC from rectify-ing a majority of these issues. As someone who helped design this legislation, I did not foresee this coming and I realize that the best thing to do moving forward is to begin reworking the legislation. These amendments cannot be implemented for this year, unfor-tunately, but taking what we have learned from this experience will hopefully allow us to craft a better set of rules that prevent this from happening again next year.4) The decisions of the selection board carry a lot of weight and affect all of campus both directly and indirectly. The 
fact that there were five appeals filed, including my own, demon-strates a number of individuals feeling upset by the decisions made by the board and/or the procedure that was carried out by the board. Despite four of the five appeals being denied on leg-islative—and perhaps other—grounds, I think it should be emphasized how important it is for student voices to be heard. I believe I have an advantage—and perhaps an unfair one—as appel-lant by being an active member in LUCC because I have access to more resources that allow my voice to be heard. However, LUCC is imperfect and needs to be checked by more students than just myself. This can be done in the form of appeals when unpopu-lar decisions are made, by reach-ing out to your representatives to ask questions, bringing commu-nity concerns to General Council, attending open meetings or offi-cer open-office hours or making the decision to get involved. It is important to remember that LUCC is composed of students and offers many different posi-tions that cater to specific inter-ests and varying levels of com-mitment. Joining LUCC was one of the best decisions I have made at Lawrence as a freshman. I truly feel that I have made an impact on this campus by being a part of it and I would highly encourage anyone who is interested to get involved.
Reflection
continued from page 10 freedom for all women. In fact, it promotes the agenda of white women at the expense of women of color. For example, she says “Similarly, the pro-life position implicitly supports the prison industrial complex by unquestion-ingly supporting a criminal justice approach that legitimizes rather than challenges the prison sys-tem.” The pro-life discourse relies on the prison industrial complex that has historically marginal-ized women of color—specifically black women. Smith says that a pregnant black woman who is on drugs is more likely to be in prison than a white women who preg-nant and is on drugs. The connection between the prison system and the pro-life movement is a link that was estab-lished by white feminists who seek justice using a system that is inherently anti-black. Smith makes this clear when she says, “While pregnant white women are slightly more likely to engage in substance abuse than black women, public health facilities 
and private doctors are more like-ly to report black women” (Smith 2005). The dangers of allowing white feminists to dictate the direction that the abortion goes in is at the expense of women of color.In communities of color, the debate on reproductive justice causes patriarchy in the form of men of color’s sexism rearing its ugly head. In Black and Hispanic communities, religious leaders discourage abortion claiming that it is part of a genocidal plot to erase their community. Jennifer Nelson articulates this well when she says, “As we have seen, in the late 1960s and the early 1970s, the Nation of Islam and the Black Panther Party claimed that any contraceptive use among blacks would inevitably lead to the genocide of the population.” The relation of abortion to the discourse of genocide is seen in the Young Lord movement, or the Puerto Rican Liberation Army. Nationalist movements in the past have a right to feel the way they do, but their discourse only puts women of color in a double bind, where they’re facing issues from both white feminist and the men 
of their community. Nationalist discourse is rooted in this idea of nation building, where women are seen as necessary to help build the nation. This helps promote the control of women’s sexuality, homophobic discourse, and gen-der policing for the stake of the nation. Even though nationalist movement’s ideas do not come from an ill intended place, they manifest themselves in negative ways that affect their community internally. The rejection of abor-tion by nationalist leaders comes from a much deeper place—it is a symptom that many people who are recovering from colonization face.As a queer man of color it is imperative that I seek solidarity with women of color, because a lot of our oppressions are inter-twined, whether through ideol-ogy or through institutions that uphold those ideologies.
Reproductive
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Taiwan. Fellow Lawrentians, sophomore Dean Chen and senior Sofie Yang, will also be in Taiwan to spend time with their respec-tive families. As such, Murphy is looking forward to meeting up with both students when she has some free time. Having already drawn up her Taiwan to-do list, 
Murphy shared with us a “must” when one visits Taiwan: the night markets.“Taiwan is known for night markets with all kinds of snacks and street food,” she shared. “Tainan, the city where I am placed, is especially known for these things, so I can’t wait to try all of these.”She also came to real-ize the abundance of seafood in Taiwanese cuisine. “As someone 
from Wisconsin, I am a little hesi-tant about the seafood, but I am down to try things,” she reflected.It will be no doubt a hectic eight weeks filled with unexpected things for Murphy. Nevertheless, with such a fearless mindset, she is well-prepared for an amazing summer.
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